
1 In the American TV show ‘Friends’, what kind of animal was Ross’ pet Marcel? Monkey

2 Name the cartoon series that featured Penrod ‘Penry’ Pooch as a mild mannered janitor with an alter ego? Hong Kong Phoeey

3 Name the 2015 film, with Emily Blunt and Benicio Del Toro, that followed an FBI agent sent to the Mexican border? Sicario

4 What is the name of the crime drama TV series that acts as a spin-off prequel to ‘Breaking Bad’? Better Call Saul

5 What is the name of the capital city of the Land of Oz? The Emerald City

6 Finish off the title of this 1961 American courtroom drama; 'Judgement at BLANK'? Nuremberg

7 In the 'Madagascar' film series, what kind of animal is the character voiced by Chris Rock? Zebra

8 Released in 2002, which was the last Musical to win the Best Picture Academy Award? Chicago

9 True or False: Ridley Scott directed the 1991 film 'Thelma & Louise'? True

10 In ‘Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles’, what was the name of the mutated Japanese rat who trained the heros? Splinter

11 The heart, liver and lungs of which animal is used to make traditional haggis? Sheep

12 What is the official state vegetable of Oklahoma: A)Tomato, B)Squash, C)Watermelon? C)Watermelon

13 Which country has the highest number of Trappist Beer breweries? Belgium

14 A Croque [CROAK] Madame is a fried ham and cheese sandwich with what extra fried ingredient on top? Fried Egg

15 Iran and the USA are the leading producers of what shelled seed, often eaten whole or as a flavouring of ice cream? Pistachio

16 True or False: There's a variation of marzipan called Persipan, which replaces almonds with peach stones? TRUE

17 What is the maximum number of stars that can be given out by the Michelin Guide? 3 stars

18 In terms of the beer club, what does CAMRA stand for? Campaign for Real Ale

19 Which of these countries has no McDonalds restaurants: A)Cuba, B)Turkey, C)Iceland? C)Iceland

20 What flavour is the French liqueur, Chambord [sham-bor]? Raspberry

21 Does water shrink or expand as it freezes? Expands

22 Which planet in our solar system was discovered by William Hershel in 1781? Uranus

23 Dendrochronology is the scientific method of determining the age of what? Tree

24 What is the name of the accumulated excrement of seals, sea-birds or bats, often used as fertiliser? Guano

25 How many prime numbers are there between 1 and 20? 8=2pts, 6-10=1pt

26 Highly resistant to cancer, name the species of rodent that holds the record for the longest life-span ? Naked mole rat

27 Which chemical element has the atomic number 1? Hydrogen

28 Which of these forms of electricity did Thomas Edison help popularise: Alternating Current or Direct Current? Direct Current

29 What is the diameter of the sun: A)1.39 million kilometres, B)1.39 billion kilometres, C)1.39 trillion kilometres? A)1

30 Beginning with T [Tango] what is described as 'a mature tropical cyclone that develops between 180° and 100°E in the Northern Hemisphere.'? Typhoon

31 What type of dye, that is often used in colouring hair and temporary body art, comes from the Egyptian Privet plant? Henna

32 The Secret of the Old Clock', 'The Hidden Window Mystery' and 'The Mystery of the Masked Rider' are all books that feature which female sleuth?Nancy Drew

33 Beginning with S [sierra], which sporting goods company has produced the official basketball for the NBA since 1983? Spalding

34 Name the American eyewear company with models such as the 'Wayfarer' and 'Aviator'? Rayban

35 To which Greek god was the Parthenon in Athens dedicated to: A)Zeus, B)Athena, C)Hades? B)Athena

36 The colloquial term for a pie-chart in France is named after which type of cheese? Camembert

37 Which was founded first; the CIA or the FBI? FBI

38 What is the elevation of Mount Everest: A)7,848m, B)8,848m, C)9,848? B)8,848m

39 Which metal would you associate with 'Krugerrands'? Gold

40 Mombasa is the second largest city in which African country? Kenya
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